Apps and Websites for College Success
Document Management/Editing
Dropbox allows you to bring all of your photos, docs, and videos anywhere you go with this online web storage
and synchronization service! After you install Dropbox on your computer, any file you save to your Dropbox will
automatically save to all of your computers, mobile devices, and the Dropbox website. You can also share files
with others, even if they do not have a Dropbox account.
Documents To Go allows you to view Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files & attachments. Supported file
formats include .doc,. docx,. xls,. xlsx,. ppt,. pptx. Additional capabilities (ability to edit, view & create Microsoft
Word, Excel, & PowerPoint files & view PDF’s) available with the full version (for a fee).
Pages allows you to create, edit, and view documents wherever you are! Additional capabilities include adding
images, creating footnotes and endnotes, viewing and constructing charts and graphs, and many more. Pages
works with iCloud, so your documents stay up to date on all your devices — automatically.
Numbers allows you to make spreadsheets with tables, charts, photos, and graphics — using just your fingers!
Choose from over 250 easy-to-use functions. Enter data and explore results with sliders, steppers, pop-ups, and
intelligent keyboards. Numbers works with iCloud, so your spreadsheets stay up-to-date across all your devices
— automatically.
Prezi Viewer allows you to present your prezis anywhere with simple, intuitive multi-touch gestures. Drag to pan
and pinch to zoom in or out of topics.

University Specific Apps
FSU Mobile allows you to stay up-to-date with all things FSU! If you are looking for sports schedules & scores,
campus news & maps, or library info and contacts, FSU Mobile is the answer!

Blackboard Mobile Learn allows you to keep up with your courses, by letting you access them whenever and
wherever you want. If your school licenses Blackboard Mobile Learn, you’ll be able to use the app for free.

TransLoc allows you to see a second-by-second vehicle tracking map visualizing your bus' exact location and
estimates how many minutes it will take to arrive. You'll also get announcements directly from your transit agency
on situations that may affect you.

Note-taking & Mind Mapping
AudioNote allows you the functionality of a notepad and voice recorder all in on note-taking tool. By
synchronizing handwritten and typed notes with audio, AudioNote automatically indexes your meetings, lectures,
or study sessions. It also mimics the functionality of the LiveScribe SmartPens.
Evernote allows you to take notes, capture photos, create to-do lists, record voice reminders — and makes these
notes completely searchable, whether you are at home, at work, or on the go. It helps you stay organized, save your
ideas and improve productivity.
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SimpleMind allows you to turn your electronic device into a brainstorming, idea collection, and thought
structuring device.

Mindjet Maps allows you to easily enter ideas, tasks, and meeting notes into intuitive visual maps that help you
quickly organize concepts and prioritize action items. Instantly create new maps or import them from Mindjet
Connect®.

Study Aides
Quizlet allows you to pick from 3 mobile-only study modes to suit your learning style and take advantage of audio
in 18 languages to reinforce pronunciation and retention. Seamless syncing between multiple electronic devices
means all your Quizlet study sets are ready to use. You can also search Quizlet's database of over 21 million
flashcard sets to find content already created. With full offline support you can study anywhere — even without
the Internet.
StudyBlue allows users to make studying efficient and effective. Flip online flashcards for fast feedback on what
you know, then re-study concepts you’ve not yet mastered using Study Filters. Review class notes or make
flashcards whenever you have a minute to spare. A free StudyBlue.com account is required to use this app.
Creating flashcards on the app requires an Internet connection to function properly, but there is an offline study
mode you can use once flashcards are created.
gFlash+ allows users access to a robust platform for creating, downloading, and manipulating flashcards. Users will have
access to premium content from leading educational publishers and innovative implementation of "box"-style flashcards.
An active wireless connection is required to download new cardsets, and view flashcards with videos. Once
downloaded, text based flashcards, cached images, and cached sound clips can be used at offline.

iStudious allows you to create notebooks for each class and organize the notebook by lecture. After class, turn
your notes into flashcards that you can study. iStudious integrates with Quizlet.com to share their set of more than
8 million + flashcard sets.
Brainscape allows you to personalize the timing of your study patterns. It is a web and mobile education
platform that helps you learn as efficiently as possible, based on solid cognitive science. Whether you’re learning a
language, preparing for a test, or just acquiring some fun trivia, Brainscape spaces the repetition of each bite-sized
concept based on exactly the right interval for YOUR brain. All you have to do is rate how well you know each
concept, on a scale of 1-5, and Brainscape determines the right time to quiz you again. It's strangely addicting and
is scientifically proven to slash your required study time.
Khan Academy allows you to learn almost anything for free. Our complete library contains over 3,500 videos
covering a massive number of topics, including K-12 math, science topics such as biology, chemistry, and physics,
and even the humanities with playlists on finance and history.
iTunesU allows you access to complete courses from leading universities and other schools — plus the world’s
largest digital catalog of free education content. Whether you’re majoring in molecular biology at a university,
taking Spanish in high school, or just interested in European history, you now have a valuable tool to help you
learn anytime, anywhere.
TED allows users to listen and view riveting talks by remarkable people. The official TED app presents talks from
some of the world's most fascinating people: education radicals, tech geniuses, medical mavericks, business gurus
and music legends. Find more than 1,400 TEDTalk videos (with more added each week) on the official TED app.
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Student Productivity
iHomework allows you to organize your homework assignments by subject or due date. You can also color code
each assignment. View your assignments by month, week, or day.

myHomework allows you to track classes, homework, tests, and assignments. The app includes a calendar, a
listing of upcoming/late assignments, and resources for your course (syllabi, links, etc.).
Do! allows you to organize your to-do lists into a simple format. This app helps users keep clean, easy to read todo lists all in one location.

Remember the Milk allows users to manage tasks from anywhere using their computer or mobile devices. Users
can get email, SMS, or IM reminders as well as share your tasks with others in your circles.

reQall allows you to record your shopping lists, to-do lists, contact lists, and other tasks. You can group tasks
according to their due dates, organize them into categories (school, work, home, etc.), and share reminders with
your friends and family.
Brain Organizer allows you to categorize projects by name, date or type, and color code. This app helps to
integrate both hemispheres of your brain while training you to more effectively organize tasks.

Sticky Notes allows you to produce creative notes and reminders. You can add alarms to the notes or use "task"
notes for checklists. Select from dozens of visual note styles. Organize your notes into an unlimited number of
sortable category folders. Password protect your notes. Share and collaborate on notes with others. Use Sticky
Notes to create personal reminders, shopping lists, school notes, special notes to your loved ones, and more!

TextMinder allows you to schedule SMS text reminders to be sent to you at times you specify, repeating as often
as you choose. Remind yourself of your medication, diet, exercise or financial goals, shopping, bills, household
chores, and other to-do tasks. Never forget another homework assignment, class, or meeting again!
Grades 2 allows you to receive reminders about upcoming assignments/tests and to quickly monitor your grade
without doing any of the math yourself. Grades 2 helps you calculate what you need on upcoming assignments to
meet your overall target grade as well as calculates your GPA and what your grade in the class needs to be to
maintain a certain GPA.
MyGradesToGo allows students to easily see an up-to-date class average for all classes. This app keeps students
on track to achieve their desired letter grade throughout the duration of the class by displaying the next grade
needed on each assignment/test to maintain the minimum average needed for the overall class letter grade.

School Grade Tracker allows students to effortlessly keep track of terms, classes, assignment categories, and
individual grades. Highly customizable to suit all types of classes and grades. Includes a built-in calendar to keep
track of upcoming assignments, along with a GPA calculator and class grade prediction calculator.
SelfRestraint allows users to block access to certain web pages on the Internet. You still have full Internet
capabilities, just not the websites you put on your “blacklist.” You set the timer yourself, minutes, hours, or days.
Rebooting or deleting the application will not let you access the websites you have blocked.
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SelfControl Same as SelfRestraint but for Apple (iOS) devices.

Personal Health & Financial Wellness
Mint.com allows you to sync your financial accounts into one easy to track location. The app automatically pulls
in and categorizes your spending. Easy-to-understand graphs show you exactly where your money is going.
Sleep If U Can allows you to cut down on the time you waste snoozing. The app forces you to take a photo of
something in your room before it will turn off the alarm.
Wakey Wakey allows you to wake up on time every day with an exciting game. Always be on time for school,
work, appointments, etc. because the game that you must play to turn the alarm off is guaranteed to make
yourself climb out of bed. You will never need to look at the home page for the time ever again as Wakey Wakey
displays both the current time and the time that the alarm should ring. Other user-friendly features include
repeating the alarm on specified days and easy toggling of the alarm.
Nike Training Club allows you to have own personal trainer, anytime, anywhere. Get lean, toned, and strong
with more than 100 custom-built workouts. Take your goal further with all-new NikeFuel and calorie data.
Detailed instructions and audio support are on hand to help you perfect each of Nike Training Club’s dynamic
drills. Choose a workout that fits your goal. Set it to your music, share your progress, and earn your rewards.

Fleetly allows you to reach your fitness goals. Earn points for logging your workouts, connect with friends and
join challenges at all levels. Fleetly supports the full spectrum of fitness activities from yoga to weight training
and from table tennis to long-distance running.
Zombies, Run! allows users to participate in an ultra-immersive running game and audio adventure. The story is
delivered straight to your headphones through orders and voice recordings - and when you get back home, you
use the supplies you’ve collected while running to build and grow your base.
MapMyRun allows runners, joggers, and walkers of all ability levels and ages to track their progress. Easily track
pace, distance, calories, and time with audio alerts and much more!

Gas Buddy uses gas price information provided by our users to bring drivers together to support the common
goal of saving money on gas. Gas Buddy will find the cheapest gas near you by entering in your city/zip/postal
code. Users earn points for reporting up-to-dates gas prices and are entered into drawings for gas cards.

Don’t Forget the Built-In Apps Already on Your Electronic Device!
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